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GAMES FOR VIRTUAL SESSIONS

MUSICAL STATUES
Activity Typology: Musical Activityl
Material: Educational team: list of songs prepared and a device to play music; participants: none.

Description of the activity:
When the educator plays music, the participants move through the space to the rhythm of the
music. When the music stops, all the participants make a statue and stand still until they hear the
music again.
You can pause physical movements to continue when the music sounds: running without moving
around, jumping, circling, dancing alone with arms, sitting, and getting up continuously, etc. If
paused, it is recommended that each time there should be a change in movement. It is also interesting to give rise to the free movement chosen by the participants

Variants:
V1: The educator describes which statue is made each time the music stops playing.
Statues can represent moods (angry, lively, quiet, tired, feel scared), objects, means of
transport and plants (house, fork, plane), animals (elephant, penguin, bird), everyday
actions (wash hands, wake up in the morning, read a book, greet, blow a candle, sing),
housework (prepare the table to eat, pass the vacuum cleaner, etc.).
V2: The educator says the name of a participating person every time the music stops playing. The whole group must look and make the same statue that the appointed person
is making.
V3: The educator says the name of a participating person every time the music stops playing. The named participant indicates by voice what statue is made.
Questions for reflection:
•

Did you like playing with music? How did you feel?

•

What did you like best: dancing or making physical movements?

•

How did you feel when the whole group has imitated your statue?

•

What value has been enhanced with this activity?

•

Do you have to work hard at home, too? When?

